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When thinking about the themes addressed in Hokum, as well as those of previous shows by 

Anne Hendrick, this       symbol occurred to me.  A mound and a sphere.  The artist's current 

body of work is bordered by a trinity of topics: landscape, funeral rites and verisimilitude.  At 

the centre of this, ever present, is the moon.  

Yukon River _ oil on primed paper _ 2012



Further, with gold being another important conceit in Hokum, I was interested to discover that 

this symbol inverted is a sign to denote mined gold.  Here, we will include the fool's variety 

struck on in Hokum.  Throughout her practice since college, Hendrick has riffed on the circle / 

globe in various connotations: as building blocks and frames, micro and macroscopic.

Pyrite 1 _ rocks, chipboard plinth, glass globe, paper & paint _ 2012



The moon is a pervasive actor, whether pictured down-stage, alone and filling up the frame, or 

hovering near the wings, often a motif of lingering incertitude in regard to conspiracy and 

achievement in modern folklore, significantly, NASA's Apollo 11 mission. 

Inanimate Celestial Body _ oil on gesso board _ 2012

Hendrick's landscapes – especially the larger ones – are often viewed from a vantage-point in 

the stratosphere; an omnipresent eye over an imagined utopian world, where nature and 

technology fuse uncannily, enticing you to question where one begins and the other ends.

The Glory of Man _ mixed media on canvas _ 2009



These Elysian vistas often contain tombstonesque patterns or mounds, some rising babel-like to 

the heavens, and though physically grounded, aspire to a connection with the above and 

beyond.  Much of the source inspiration comes from events around the nineteen-sixties and this 

is somewhat reflected in the mottled, patchwork-like aesthetic in many of the works.

In the valley of the Great Zab _ oil on gesso board _ 2012

Between 1957 and '61, the archeologist Ralph S. Solecki excavated Shanidar Cave in Kurdistan, 

Iraq, where he found Neanderthal burial sites.  Mistaking the presence of floral remains found 

with some of the nine discovered bodies as a sophisticated sepulchral rite, Solecki published 

Shanidar: The First Flower People.  Much of this thesis has since been discredited (with the 

pollen, seeds etc being explained by contamination by fauna and/or wind) and it is with this 

aspect of the story the artist is most interested in: the somewhat sad tale of the human ability to 

expound with creativity, fuelled by a faith in one's own conjectures.

Shanidar _ acrylic, oil and glitter on canvas _ 2012



Hendrick worked for a time at a cemetery, where this musing over the rites and imageries of 

passing and memorial was piqued:s visitors presented with cold facts about life and death can 

find it difficult to square them with long held ideas about their ancestry.  Such misconceptions 

usually come in well-meaning stories of ever decreasing veracity down through the years.

Prehistory _ oil on canvas _ 2012



The idea of mistaken significance hangs heavily within Hendrick's work.  Solecki was no 

huckster, but forgot that all which glitters is ultimately not gold.  An optimistic glance however 

can produce the most pleasing, albeit temporary, verisimilitude.

‘No phenomenon is mortal’ _ acrylic, oil & glitter on canvas _ 2012


